Reduce the cost and
complexity of IoT
development
The meldCX platform makes it fast, simple and cost-effective to
develop, deploy and manage commercial apps on IoT devices,
enabling you to accelerate and scale your business. With meldCX, you
can rapidly create, seamlessly control and easily commercialize native
applications for complex endpoint use cases. Plus, a variety of
solution modules allow you to create new services and capabilities at
any time, and rebrand them as your own products.

The meldCX IoT platform makes the Internet of Things more accessible
and easier to implement and use, enabling you to build commercial
apps that are secure, robust, interoperable, a breeze to manage, and
require only a fraction of traditional development time.

Rapid innovation
Build secure, robust
applications in less time, and
focus on development that
adds value.

Easier to manage &
scale
Experience fast, fail-safe
deployment, ongoing zero-touch
maintenance, and easier upgrades
and scalability

Faster time to market
Grow your business more
quickly, more easily, and more
proﬁtably

Exceeding expectations

Accelerating development

“meldCX has helped us accelerate how we
reach our clients, and how we can deliver a
service that will meet and exceed their needs.”
— David O’Rourke, CEO | Nightlife Music

“Developing on meldCX has been an absolute
godsend as far as time savings is concerned. We
didn’t have to reinvent the wheel. It saved us months
and months of additional development work.”
— Matt Trigwell, Founder | Respond 52

About meldCX
meldCX is an affiliated company within the ACER and AOPEN groups—world leaders in hardware,
electronics, and cloud-based technologies. meldCX, the company’s ﬂagship product, is ﬁlling a gap in the
technology market by providing a web-based application programming interface (API) that is
revolutionizing how businesses think about, develop, and deploy apps for commercial devices such as
digital signs, POS units, and self-service kiosks.
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Contact our sales team: sales@meldCX.com
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Learn more about meldCX: https://www.meldcx.com/

